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Historical ambience, modern tecHnology



Althoff Grandhotel Schloss Bensberg
   

the althoff grandhotel schloss bensberg, a former hunting lodge from the year 1703, is today one of the most 
elegant and luxurious hotels in europe.  a breathtaking view of the cathedral city of cologne, an exquisite style 
as well as personal service provide utmost comfort and ease. the juxtaposition of luxury and comfort ensures 
a truly stylish stay.
Twelve flexible, intelligently arranged conference rooms, state-of-the-art technology and professionally           
trained staff enable you to host events that are perfectly attuned to your individual requirements. Whether a 
small, intimate meeting, a seminar or a large convention with up to 850 guests – we’ll adapt everything to your 
demands!
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Meetings & Conferences       

it makes no difference whether you wish to have a large conference or to discuss things in an elegant hi-
deaway – at the Grandhotel you will find exceptionally communicative locations. eleven conference rooms 
and the magnificent ballroom provide a special setting for all kinds of occasions in order to make your event 
a success for you and a true experience for your guests. Whether meetings, seminars or conferences: We 
will   accompany your event with our extensive experience, individuality and expertise from start to finish in 
a discreet and cordial way. The extraordinary atmosphere in combination with state-of-the-art conference 
technology and not least the proximity to cologne, make the grandhotel schloss bensberg one of the best 
conference hotels in germany.

conferences
n  12 conference rooms | natural light  
n  53 m² - 385 m²
n  for 12 - 300 persons
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Historical ambience, state-of-the-art technology:  
IdeAl prerequISIteS for your SuCCeSS

Room U-shaped banquet parlamentary block rows stand-up reception height (m) length x width (m) area (m2)

ball room 100 240 180 100 300 400 4,7/5,0  36,6 x 10,5 385

salon goethe 40 70 70 40 120 120 4,75  16,0 x 8,0 128 

salon Habsburg 20  30 20 20 30 50 4,55  8,7 x 6,1 53

business lounge 20  30 20 20 30 50 4,55  8,7 x 6,1 53

library  – 12 – 12 – 30 4,55  9,8 x 5,6 55

salon medici 40 70 70 40 120 120 4,55  16,0 x 8,0 128

salon alberti  20 30 30 20 40 80 5,60  10,0 x 7,5 75

salon alberti 60 – – – 120  5,60  10,0 x 7,5 12
with cabinet i und ii        2 x (5,7 x 4,0) 

cabinet i and ii, each 12 12 – 12 20 20 5,60  5,7 x 4,00 23

bel etage  – 100 – 40 – 200 4,55   – 245 

Foyer – – – – – 120 4,55  21,5 x 5,8 124

balcony/courtyard – – – – – 80 – 21,5 x 3,3 72

salon Zanetti 20 – 30 20 60 60 5,50  8,6 x 8,6 74

event hall 80  – 180 – 250 300 5,00 25 x 12,45 312

séparée Vendôme* – 32 – 22 – 50 –  – –

*only bookable in combination with lunch/dinner from the restaurant Vendôme.
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1. salon goethe | 2. ball room | 3. salon Habsburg | 4. library | 5. salon alberti
6. bel etage | 7. cabinet i and ii | 8. Foyer |  9. salon Zanetti | 10. salon medici | 11. séparée Vendôme
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your presentations  & events
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Supporting programmes & incentives

a stay in the althoff grandhotel schloss bensberg is a coveted incentive. Which can actually be made even 
more special. For example with an excellent concert at the cologne Philharmonic Hall or with a visit to one of 
cologne’s many renowned museums. 
Use the surroundings of the palace and the adjacent area for the success of your event:  an exciting offroad 
parcour, a racy boat trip – a little different from all the rest – on the magnificent Rhine, a classic brewery tour in 
Cologne, a soap box derby with specifically built vehicles, a fencing tournament or archery in the countryside – 
only a few of the ideas which we can implement for you.



our Conference package  
you CAn Count on uS!
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Bensberg Basic

n  Meeting room according to your group size
 including flipchart, pin board, screen as well as
 two soft drinks (water and juice) inside the main meeting room
 and a little culinary greeting from the chef
n  Coffee break in the morning
 coffee, exclusive tea-assortment by Ronnefeldt,
 daily varying regional sweet and salty delicacies 
 (choice by head chef) 
n  3-course business lunch menu or buffet
 Healthy and well-balanced at chef’s selection (without beverage)  
n  Coffee break in the afternoon 
 coffee, exclusive tea-assortment by Ronnefeldt,
 daily varying regional sweet delicacies 
 (choice by head chef)

Price per person
79,00 eUr | one day
72,00 eUr | half day (1 coffee break and maximum 4 hours use)
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Additional services 
to your pACkAGe 

n  Special: Projector + Beverages in main meeting room unlimited 10,00 eUr 
n  Unlimited beverages in main meeting room   8,00 eUr 
n  Projector 3.500 ANSI Lumen   8,00 eUr 
n  Projector 6.500 ANSI Lumen 12,00 eUr 
n  Unlimited beverages in workshop rooms   5,00 eUr 
n  Welcome coffee incl. water (max 30 minutes)   5,00 eUr 
n  Fruit basket in the main meeting room     3,00 eUr 
n  Fresh cut fruits during coffee break (price per break)  3,00 eUr 
n  One hour „Open-Bar“ with beer, house wine, and Prosecco 19,00 eUr 
n  One hour „Open-Bar“ and fingerfood selected by head chef 29,00 eUr
 
Price per person

The prices for all daily delegate packages are per person and per day inclusive of all service charges and the value-
added tax. additional consumption will be charged on consumption. the packages are only valid on request for a 
minimum of 10 participants. For less than 10 delegates an additional room rental will be calculated depending on 
the room size. the meeting room included in the package is according to the group size. if you request a larger room 
than necessary an additional half day room rental will be charged.



Althoff Brainfood® 
Get your GueStS onto tHe HIGHeSt level of ConCentrAtIon!  
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An alert mind with the right nutrition!  

our brain only works if we actually give it the nutrients it needs. a day with 
althoff brainFood® and the participants of your conferences will quickly 
see how well body and mind react to the balanced intake of nutrients, 
vitamins, minerals and trace elements. they will feel the full extent of their 
resources and discover that one‘s performance can be influenced by the 
targeted intake of nourishment.  

Discover for yourself what Althoff BrainFood® can achieve:  
n  enhanced concentration  
n  Increased efficiency  
n  better conference results  

Optimise your next meeting:  
n  » Brain jogging « – fitness drink for that extra kick in the morning  
n  » regeneration & revitalisation « – the right lunch for new energy 
 in the afternoon  
n  » Firework of happiness « – chocolate tasting & espresso as a 
 thinking accelerator

our Brainfood®-conference package

n  break in the morning: » brain jogging «  
n  Lunch: » Regeneration & replenishing «  – Create your own 3-course
 menu or buffet from our brainFood ® lunch specialities (serving
 time 45 min.) 
n  break in the afternoon: » Firework of happiness «  
n  including unlimited mineral water and apple juice 

For groups of 15 persons or more, the room rent, pinboard, screen and 
flipchart are included in the price. 

Price per person
89,00 eUr



Cuisine    

originality, variability and sophistication – those are the ingredients for the composition of a culinary culture 
with which we surprise even experienced gourmets time and time again. therefore, at the grandhotel schloss 
Bensberg you will be served exquisite cuisine in many different variations: Gourmet pleasures in the 3-star Res-
taurant Vendôme, delicious mediterranean cuisine at the highest level in the trattoria enoteca, which is much 
appreciated by wine connoisseurs, and the sunday champagne brunch at the restaurant Jan Wellem. not to 
forget our stylish lobby bar and the cosy fireplace bar, which was voted one of the best hotel bars in Germany.
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A Moment 
of SerenIty And CoMfort    

every room and every suite is a place in which you can enjoy your very own moments of peace and quiet.  
exquisite living compositions that form generous layouts, precious antiquities, noble marble bathrooms, ele-
gant interiors with fine fabrics and avant-garde technical features into a sensual overall concept that mirrors 
tranquillity and space far off from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. enjoy the exclusive palace ambience 
in the 84 rooms and 36 suites – with sizes ranging from 35 m2 to 150 m2 – with a view of cologne cathedral, the 
bergisch land countryside or the idyllic palace gardens that are available to you for your personal product 
presentations or board meetings.
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Beauty & Spa   

StArS wHerever you look … 

When gliding through the pool in the Beauty & Spa, you will feel as if you are drifting through the firmament: 
countless lights in the dark blue ceiling sparkle in the water and underline the heavenly moments of pure well-
being. this universe of beauty and wellbeing encompasses an area of approximately 1000 m2 and provides 
everything our guests might expect from a modern, luxurious beauty & spa. the sauna facilities are ideal for 
a diverse break – supplemented by a gym in which a personal trainer would be happy to assist you in your 
workout.  and all those who really want to unwind can also enjoy applications within the scope of the day spa 
or when staying for several days: in the luxurious atmosphere of the cabins – equipped with modern technical 
facilities – our beauty professionals will pamper you with body care products by la Prairie, clarins, ligne st. 
barth and o· P· i. 

spa
n  1.000 m² | indoor pool with sparkling “starry sky” | whirlpool | 4 saunas (mixed/ladies)
    Steam bath | TechnoGym fitness area | 8 treatment rooms | large outdoor terrace
n  beauty & spa opening hours: mon to sun from 9 am to 7 pm
n  swimming pool opening hours: mon to sun from 7 am to 10 pm
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Cologne, düsseldorf  & the Bergisch land region   

  
the althoff grandhotel schloss bensberg is not only located in the midst of picturesque hills and many golf 
courses of the wonderful bergisch land countryside, but also has the advantage of having very good transpor-
tation links to cologne city centre, the international cologne/bonn airport, as well as cologne central station 
and cologne trade fair – all only 15 minutes drive away. 
cologne has far more to offer than merely cologne cathedral: exclusive shops and galleries provide ample 
opportunities for shopping and strolling. numerous museums with great art and archaeological excavations 
await you. it makes no difference whether in summer or winter, whether a trip on the river rhine or one of the 
numerous christmas markets: cologne is an adorable city that is worth discovering! 
Only 35 kilometres away from Cologne lies Düsseldorf, the wonderful District Capital of North Rhine-Westpha-
lia, which holds many highlights in store for its visitors. apart from countless museums and the beautiful rhine        
promenade, a myriad of shopping possibilities await visitors. the düsseldorf Königsallee is the centrepiece of 
the elegant shopping city. The exclusive boulevard, with its noble boutiques and big names from the inter-
national designer scene, is particularly popular with locals and visitors alike.
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Many wonderful moments
for CHerISHed MeMorIeS
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schlossbensberg.com
althoffhotels.com

Althoff Grandhotel Schloss Bensberg
Kadettenstraße | 51429 bergisch gladbach

tel. +49 (0) 22 04 420 | Fax +49 (0) 22 04 42 888
info@schlossbensberg.com
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